R55 Heavy Duty Electric 230v AC
YewdaleDefiant® Roller Blinds
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Model

Standard Bottom Bar Featured

R55 Heavy Duty
Electric 230v AC
Features:

980026
Control Set & Pin End
918245W
Bracket set

OPTIONAL
40mm Smooth Barrel

918240
40mm Smooth Barrel

918246
Pin end

933029W
40mm Bracket set
918240 Barrel 53mm
918247 Barrel 70mm

The YewdaleDefiant® R55 electric roller blind
with a 230v AC motor as standard. White
plastic covered, metal brackets for face or top
fixing with 53 or 70mm grooved aluminium
barrel, depending on blind size and fabric
weight, housing a powerful 230v AC motor.
The motor is controlled by a switch which may
be surface or flush mounted (not supplied as
standard). The fabric is locked into a groove in
the barrel and features a white Tear Drop
aluminium bottom bar as standard.

980029 40mm Smooth Adaptor set
70945 40mm Motor Adapter

980000 230v AC motor
980001 230v AC motor with built in receiver

918245W
Bracket set

Benefits:

The R55 offers a premium roller blind for
situations where strength and ease of use are
paramount. Its quiet and reliable motor is
housed within the barrel and supported by
sturdy metal brackets. The fabric is locked
into the barrel and bottom bar in such a way
that, although it cannot be pulled out, it may
be slid out sideways for easy repair or
replacement of blind cover. A large number of
control options are available, including
remote control and home automation
systems enabling the specifier to integrate
the window shading element into an overall
scheme of electrical control systems.

Options:

Alternative bottom bars in aluminium,
including fabric covered; Tear Drop aluminium
bottom bar in black or silver; Wire sideguiding system; Remote and/or group control
systems.

Specification:

YewdaleDefiant® R55 heavy duty electric
roller blind with 230v AC motor as
manufactured by Yewdale, +44 (0)1268
570900. Slim motor is housed within
aluminium barrel supported by metal
brackets with white plastic covers. Flame
retardant fabric from the YewdaleDefiant®
range, locked into grooved 53/70mm
aluminium barrel along with white Tear Drop
aluminium bottom bar as standard.
Please refer to NBS Plus N10 240.

yewdale.co.uk
see things differently

980012
53/70mm Adaptor set

938311 W/B/S
Tear Drop bottom bar

938312 W/B/S
Bottom bar end cap
OPTIONAL
938312W/B/S Endcap
938313W/B/S Side guiding adapter

OPTIONAL
Side Guide

918003S
Wire
918008
Side guiding bezel
918011
Wire clamp

938314W
Lug
6200W
Aluminium
Channel

have you seen
our new range
of fabrics?
Find a matching
option from the
YewdaleDefiant® range.
You’ll find it easy to choose.
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